UKS2:7 EVEN YEAR

Key Question:

WHAT MATTERS MOST TO CHRISTIANS &
HUMANISTS?

Vocabulary:
Humanist- non religious people who believe in a moral code and no after life.

(living)
Resources:



Humanist code for living – Be honest; Use your mind; Tell the truth; do to
other people what you would like them to do to you.
Christian code for living – can be summed up in Jesus’ two rules – love
God & love your neighbour.

Content:
•Look at Humanist code for living (see resources). How would this help people to
behave? What would a Humanist class, school, town look like?
•Explore Christian codes for living (see resources). Explore how Jesus expects his
followers to behave through story of “Good Samaritan” (Luke 10:25-37) & Jesus’
attitude on cross (Luke 23:32-35). Jesus talks about actions as fruit – if intentions are
bad can they produce good fruit?

How this fits into our lives:
•Talk about the kinds of behaviour & actions pupils think of as bad. Rank ideas &
ask why?
•Reflect on why people do bad/good things. Are we good/ bad people?
Link with Christian belief about human beings being made in image of God
(Genesis 1:28) & sinful (Genesis 3). Why do Christians think this is a good
explanation of why humans are good/bad?
•Discuss “a code for living” to help people be good.
•Explore meanings of moral concepts like fairness, freedom, truth, honesty,
kindness, peace. What do they look like in everyday life?
•Discuss what matters most by ranking list of valuable things – family, friends, x
box, pets, God, food, being safe, being clever, being beautiful, being good, sport,
worship, music, love, honesty, humans. Why do you hold these values & why do
they make a difference to your lives?
•Consider questions about values: Peace more valuable than money? Love more
important than freedom?

E. M. Forster, British novelist who wrote
“Howards End” & “A room with a View”.

•Values can clash. Doing the right thing can be difficult. How do you decide for
yourselves?

